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Folio Abstract

Most places one treads within the mathematics education arena there is either

direct or indirect reference to two National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)

documents: CII"icu{um and Evaluatiall Standards for School ,\1arhemalics and

Asse~·smem Standards fur School Mathematics. These documents place strong emphasis

on mathematics as communication, reasoning, problem solving, and making connections

as well as the idea that students learn best in active student--centered classrooms as

opposed to more traditional passive settings. Consequently, NCTM advocates a call for

change in many components of traditional mathematics teaching, including the manner in

which teachers instruct and assess students

Folio Paper One summarizes the major recent reform efforts in mathematics

education as advocated by NCTM. Sources of current theory, research, and practice are

cited that adhere to the philosophical underpinnings of NCTM regarding curriculum

reform. The paper examines the evolution of learning theory research as it penains to

mathematics refonn efforts and, more spedficaJly, mathematics assessment reform

efforts. The paper evolves into an examination of assessment reform including NCTM's

Assessment Standards and the proposed shifts in assessment practices The varied

purposes of assessment are also addressed

Folio Paper Two describes the necessity, stemming from a cOnstructivist

framework of learning, to change both the manner in which teachers elicit evidence of

students' mathematical thinking and the way they use that evidence to monitor students'

progress and guide instructional decision making. Emphasis is placed on the idea that

expanding tbe purposes of assessment beyond accountability and assigning grades



becomes an asset to all those involved in the assessment process. Various forms of

alternate assessment are described and supported with examples of current research and

practice. The assessment "instruments" described include: journal writing, open-ended

problems, interviews. formal and informal observations, portfolios, self·assessment, and

teacher-made and other tests. The paper concludes by focusing on some of the

advantages of multiple forms ofassessment.

Folio Paper Three discusses many of the challenges facing teachers in the area of

mathematics assessment: (I) the challenge of teachers removing themselves from some

of the com fOIlS they have in their traditional practices: (2) the challenge of teachers

becoming comfortable with designing altemate assessment "instruments" and recording

and reporting information obtained from their use: (3) the challenge of teachers juggling

demands placed on their time; (4) the challenge of teachers meeting external expectations

while simultaneously remaining accountable for their actions; (5) the challenge that

teachers, like students, are active constructors of their practice and, hence, it will be

difficult for them to implement the assessment ideas lhat NCTM advocates if their vision

of mathematics education is distinctly different from tltat of NCTM; and (6) the challenge

of building and sustaining a constructivist classroom environment necessary to support

alternate assessment initiatives. All of these challenges are addressed within the context

of current theory, research, and practice. Finally, the paper provides a potential

developmental agenda for teachers in their efforts at overcoming such challenges



Paper One

Recent Reform Efforts in Mathematics Education:
Implications for Student Assessment
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Recent Reform Efforts in Mathematics Educatian:
Implications for Student Assessment

Introduction

Most places one treads within the mathematics education arena there is either

direct or indirect reference to two National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)

documents: Curricl/lllm and Evaluatiun StwuJard:,' for Sl.·/wol Mathematics and

tl~/!~':"me/lt Standards for School MathemOlic:s These documents place strong emphasis

on mathematics as communication. reasoning. problem solving, and making connections

as well as the idea thai students learn best in active student-centered classrooms as

opposed [0 more traditional passive sel!ings. Consequently, NCTM advocates a call for

change in many components of traditional mathematics teaching. including the manner in

which teachers instruct and assess students.

Since it is impossible to discuss reform eITons in student assessment without

considering the broader framework, this paper first summarizes the major recent reform

effons in mathematics education as advocated by NCTM. NCTM's societal and student

goals for mathematics education are specifically stated followed by the idea that

mathematics education is a non·hierarchical system in which the various components

(curriculum. instruction, assessment, ... ) are mutually dependent on each other and that

there is a vision that penetrates throughout the system. Additionally, other sources of

current theory, research, and practice are cited that adhere [0 the philosophical

undelllinnings of NCTM regarding curriculum reform.



The paper then rums its focus to the evolution of learning theory research as it

pertains to mathematics and. more specifically, mathematics assessment. lbougb CTM

publications do not allude to specific learning theories. they clearly indicate thai learning

mathematics involves doing mathematics and inherent within this idea is a constructivist

framework of learninM:. Since student learning and student assessment are not separate

entities, this paper discusses mathematics assessment in light of constructivism.

The generic review of mathematics educational reform and the discussion on

constructivisl learning theory "set the stage- for what NCTM is advocating in Ihe student

usessment arena. This paper next evolves imo an examination of assessment refonD

etTons including the proposed major shifts in assessment practices and NCTM's

...I"ssessment Standards. Finally, the paper e.xamines the varied purposes of assessment as

proposed by NCTM.

Mathematics Reform: The Broader Framework

Recent reform efforts in secondary school mathematics education have been quite

substantial. NCTM has been at the forefront in de\'eloping and advocating ideas for

reforming mathematics education. One of the primary issues Ihey have addressed

concerns revision of the goals of mathematics education. In its documenl, CurriculUM

and Evaluation Siandards for School Mathemafio', NCTM (1989) lists four societal goals

and five student goals pertaining to mathematics education. The societal goals include

the promotion of: (I) Mathematically literate workers; (2) lifelong leaming; (J)

Opportunity for all; and (4) An informed electorate (pp. 3-4). The student goals reflect



the importance of mathematical literacy, oamely: (I) Learning to value mathematics; (2)

Becoming confident in one's ability to do mathematics; (3) Becoming a mathematical

problem solver; (4) Learning to commuoicate mathematically; and (5) Learning to reason

malhematically(p.5)

The Mathematical Sciences Education Board (MSEB) backs the need for changes

in the manner in which mathematics is taught. :\'ISEB (j(}(}O) has advocated restructuring

the entire mathematics curriculum in terms of the following changes in the context of

mathematics education: (I) Changes in the need for mathematics; (2) Changes in

mathematics and how it is used: (3) Changes in the role of technology; (4) Changes in

society; (5) Changes in understanding of how students learn: and (6) Changes in

international competitiveness(p. 45).

Undoubtedly, retbnn is evolutionary As society changes, our ~'ision of education

must change. NCTM (19S(}) slates: ",-\11 industrialized countries have experienced a shifi

from an industrial to an intormation society, a shift that has transformed both the aspects

of mathematics that need to be transmitted to Sludents and the concepts and procedures

Ihey must master if they are 10 be self-fulfilled. productive citizens in the next century"

(po 3). Brosnan & Hartog (1993) Slate: "It is acknowledged Ihal the typical mathematics

curriculum of a generation ago emphasized teaching facts. standard procedures, and skills

to groups of passive recipients. In the last decade. a more integrated, child-centered

curriculum presented to more active, participating students has emerged in response to

deteriorating public conlideoce in the quality of ... education" (I'. I).

Mathematics curricula are undergoing significant changes. II must be realized,

however, NCTM perceives that mathematics education is a non-hierarchical system in



which the various components (curriculum.. instruction, assessment, ... ) are mutually

dependent on each other and that there is a vision that penetrates throughout the system

(Figure 1). It should be noted that the elements in Figure 1 do not comprise an

exhaustive chain. Therefore, visions and curricula, designed on the finesl principles with

the very best intentions, will affect little change in classroom practice if other aspects of

the system remain unchanged

Figure J: Mathematics Education: A Non-Hieran:Jrical System



Learning Theory and Mathematics

NCTM. in its Currtcuillm and E\'WUOlioli Standards for School Malht!",atics.

states: -What a student learns depends to a great degree on how he or she has learned it"

(1989, p. 5). The Narional Rt$eMch Council (NRC), in its report £wryboJy COUlUS,

points out that -srudents learn mathematics well only when they construct their 0'>'-'0

mathematical understanding" (1989. p. 58). NCTM (1989) emphasizes that -knowing

mathematics is doing mathematics" (p_ 7) The Atlantic Provinces Educational

Foundation (APEF) in its FO/il/Ckttiolifor Ihe Alfalllle CHI/odo lylmht!motiD' Curriculum,

indicates that "students learn best in an environment which supports exploration.

investigation. critical and crearive thinking. risk taking, reflection and other higher order

thinking skills"(1995. p. 27).

Though there are many learning theories that address the issue of how students

learn, the three primary learning theories are behavioral. cognitive, and constructivist.

Though not specifically ~ated. NCTM, NRC. and .-\PEF advocate a constructivist theory

of learning. Since curriculum and assessment go -hand in hand," this has direct

implications on how we assess our students.

Piaget's constructivist theory of learning centers around the idea that cognitive

development involves a set of structures constructed by continuous interaction between a

learner and the external world. Piaget (1973) states: "1 will aoove all stress the

spontaneous aspect of development ... what the child learns by himself, what none can

teach him and he must discover alone: and it is essential that this development which

takes time it is predsely this spontaneous development which forms the obvious and

necessary condition for the school developmenr" (pp. 2-4). Piager (1970) believes that



learnen are active agents who continuously explore md rediscover their environments

and construct n~ knowledge; the fundamental processes operating in the construction of

knowledge are assimilation (integrating new knolNledge into existing cognitive

structures) and accommodation (the adjustment of cognilive stnlctWe! to the specific

features of the environment).

Papen (1993) constructs his model of the learner by using f iagetian cognitive

theory and artificial intelligence theories as well as research on social facets involved in

doing mathematics. Papen emphasizes that Piaget's theoretical investigations have

focused upon the mind's internal events. but that his own perspective. although based on

Piaget"s. is more -inte",,·entionist:- "My goals are education. not JUSt understanding. So,

in my own thinking I have placed greater emphasis on two dimensions implicit but not

elaborated in Piaget's own wor": an interest in intellectual structures that could develop

as opposed to those that actually at present do de\·elop in the child. and the design of

learning environments that are resonant with them·' (Papen. 1993, p. 161).

Vygotsky also believed that human mental abilities are develo.,ed through the

individual's interaction with the world. However. he emphasizes the role of social and

cultural factors. panicularly language. in learning and development. Vygotsky's

principle of zone of proll:imal development - that the tasks tbat children can complete

independently indicate only the level ofdevelopment children have already attained, they

do DOl reflect children's !'Otential for learning -* emphasizes that, for effective

development and leaming, joint sociolingual intellectual action should occur (Harel,

1991. p. 28).



Even though behavioral learning theory has presided in education for many years.

the philosophical basis of the current thinking of experience-centered learning by the

previously mentioned theorists is actually rooted in Dewey's work. Dewey's insistence

on the requirement thai education be built from and serve the needs of individuals as

opposed to external. traditional academic sources. is indeed a thread that runs through

current educational thought. So too. we see the constructivist "philosophy" when we

think back to Virgil acting as a guide and teacher for Dante, Virgil's greamess rested in

his understanding that his student musl have certain experiences before discussion would

be of true value. Constrtlelivisl theory emphasizes that learning is an experience. not

necessarily a produce oran e.\(perience -- how we come co know is seen in our interactions

with the environment. not as a product of those interactions

Though no learning theories prescribe specific leaching or assessment techniques,

it becomes clear that there is a critical need that learning: and assessment are active.

experience-based. meaningful processes. NRC (1993) stales: "Important mathemalics is

not limited to specific facts and skills students can be trained to remember bUI rather

involves the intellectual struelures and processes students develop as they engage in

activities they have endowed with meaning"' (p. 70).

Romberg & Carpenter (1986) and Romberg (1993) respectively slate the

lallowing

Current research indicales that acquired knowledge is nOI simply a
collection of concepts and procedural skills filed in long-Ienn
memory. Rather the knowledge is struelured by individuals in
meaningful ways. which grow and change over time (p, 85 I)

The assessment chaJJenge we face is to give up old assessment
methods to determine what students know, which are based on
behavioral theories of learning and develop authentic assessment



procedures that reflect current epistemological beliefs both about
what it means to know mathematics and how students come to know
(p.109).

Assessment and Reform Efforts

It becomes ob\'ious that traditional ideas and forms of assessment \\;11 not suffice

to reach all of the societal and educational goals embraced by NCTM's vision of

secondary school mathematics. Additionally. if classroom activities are to retlect a

constructivist view of learning as a process of coming to know rather than as the

remembering or recall of facts and procedures. then it will no longer be satisfactory for

teachers to solely follow the regime of teach and then ··assess."·

NCTM's advocacy of mathematical power lor all students calls for, among other

things. assessing a student's disposition toward mathematics. ability to reason and

analyze. ability to communicate mathematically. and problem-solving skills. NRC

(1993) states: ""Assessment that is out of synchronization with curriculum and instruction

gives the wrong signals to all those concerned with education" (p. 21). Additionally,

NRC (1993) states: "Mathematics assessment must change in ways that will both suppon

and be consistent with other changes under way in mathematics education. If current

assessment practices prevail, reform in school mathematics is not likely to succeed" (pp.

30-31)

NCTM advocates that assessment be a continuous and dynamic process in which

multiple assessment -inSIr\lments" are used. Exclusive use of traditional paper-and-

pencil tests often limit opportunities to learn and thus, narrow or dilute curriculum and



instruction. NCTht believes that in order to achieve excellence in secondary school

mathematics education. teachers must broaden their forms of assessment "instruments" as

well as come to grips with the timing, rigor, usability, and multiple purposes of

assessment. Assessment ·'instruments,·' including journal writing, open-ended problems,

interviews, formal and informal observations. ponfolios. self-assessment. and teacher-

made and other tests have to be used in the classroom. [fteachers use a broad range of

strategies in an appropriate balance, students will have multiple opportunities to

demonstrate their knowledge. skills, and attitudes

Figure 2 summarizes the major shifts that. as advocated by NCTM. we should be

moving toward and away from with regard 10 assessment practices

TOWARD
Assessing.students· full !.
mathematIcal power I
Comparing students' pertormance _
with established criteria I
Giving support to teachers and I_
t~::::t to their informed I

Making the assessment process
public. participatory, and dynamic
Giving students multiple
opponunities to demonSlrate their
fuJI mathematical power
Developing a shared vision of
whal to assess and how to do it
Using assessment results to ensure
that all students have tbe
opportunity to achieve their
potential
Aligning assessment with
curriculum and instruction

AWAY FROM
Assessing only students' knowledge
ofspecitic tacts and isolated skills
Comparing students' performance
with that of other students
Designing ··teacher-proor·
assessment systems

Making the assessment process
secret. exclusive, and fixed
Restricting students to a single way
of demonslrating their mathematical
knowledge
Developing assessment by oneself

Using assessment to filter and select
students out of the opportunities to
learn mathematics

Treating assessment as independent
of curriculum or instruction

9·'



Basing inferences on multiple
sources of evidence
Viewing students as aClive
panicipants in the assessment
process
Regarding assessment as continual
and recursive
Holding all concerned with
mathematical learning accountable
for assessment results

Basing inferences on restricted or
single sources of evidence
Viewing students as the objects of
assessment

Regarding assessment as sporadic
and conclusive
Holding only a few accountable for
assessment results

Figun 1: Major Shifts ill AUlc'SSment Practice~'
(Source: NCTM, 1995, p, 83)

Evolving lrom NCTM's CurriC/l11I1II (/lid Em/llation Standards for Sch()()1

,\1athematic~', which call lor more anention to classroom problem solving and higher-

order thinking in a construCtivist learnin)! environment, came NCTM's document

Assessment Slandardl'jor School Mathematics. The vision of the Aueumellt Stalldards

fur School Mmhemmics (1995) corresponds wilh thaI of the ('lIrri,,"/Ilum and £~'(/III"tiulI

Standards for &hool Mathematics and presents six standards for assessment. These six

standards, which are essentially criteria that aim to ensure that assessments foster the

goals of excellenl mathematics education, include: Mathematics Standard, Learning

Standard, Equity Standard, Openness Standard, Inferences Standard, and Coherence

Standard (NCTM, 1995)

The Mathematics Standard states: "Assessment should reflect the mathematics

that all students need to know and be able to do" (NCTM, 1995, p. II). NRC (1993)

indicates that assessment has to do much more than test discrete procedural skills and that

rather than forcing mathematics to fit assessment, "'assessment must be tailored. to the



mathematics that is important to learn" (pp, 5.6). This Standard emphasizes the nature of

mathematics as communication, reasoning, problem solving, and making connections

The Learning Standard "Assessment should enhance mathematics

learning" (NCTM, 1995. p. 13) This Standard addresses the need for assessment to

suppon and enhance learning, necessitating th~ alignment of curriculum. instruction, and

assessment practices. Too often teachers follow the pattern of stopping instruction and

then assessing students. NCTM advocates that assessment should comribule directly to

student learning and, hence, the need exists for assessment and instruction to occur

simultaneously.

The Equity Slandard states: "Assessment should promote equity" (NCTM. 1995,

p 15). Since individual students have different abilities and experiences. assessment

should allow for multiple: approaches. NRC (1993) states: "The challenge posed by the

equity principle is to devise tasks with sullicient tlexibility to give studems a sense of

accomplishment. to challenge the upper reaches of every student's mathematical

understanding, and to provide a window on each student's mathematical thinking" (p. 8)

The Openness Standard states: ..Assessment should be an open process" (NCTM,

1995, p. 17). Before students are assessed, they should be infonned about what they need

10 know, how they will be expected to demonstrate that knowledge, and the consequences

of assessment. NCTM (1995) states: "Everyone is best served by an assessment process

that is public. panicipatory, and dynamic" (p. 18)

The Inferences Standard states: "Assessment should promote valid inferences

about mathematics learning" (NCTM, 1995, p. [9), A student's cognitive processes

cannot be observed directly and, hence, the need exists for inferences based on the



student's performance. After a teacher has gathered evidence, he/she must use hislher

informed judgement to interpret and use the evidence to make inferences about what

knowledge the student has demonstrated. Such inferences must, clearly, be based on

multiple forms ofassessmem data. NCTM (1989) states:"An exclusive reliance on a

single type of assessment can frustrate students. diminish their self·confidence. and make

them feel anxious about, or antagonistic toward. mathematics" (p. 202)

The Coherence Standard states: "Assessment should be a coherent process"

(NCTM. 1995. p. 21). Coherence in assessment involves three aspects: (1) The

assessment process forms a coherent whole, the phases lit together: (2) The assessment

matches the nurposes lor which it is being done: and (3) The assessment is aligned with

the curriculum and with instruction (NCTM. 1995. p. 21), If there is harmony within

assessment. then the totality of student assessments will provide a comprehensive picture

of the knowledge, skills. and understandings of students

Purposes of Assessment

As previously stated, assessmem should provide the opportunity to gain useful

insight imo students' understanding and knowledge of mathematics, rather than just

identifying their ability to use specific skills and apply routine procedures. The purposes

of student assessment that NCTM advocates include: to monitor students' progress, to

make instructional decisions, and to evaluate students' achievement. NCTM's overall

aim is for students to increase their mathematical power. NCTM (1991) defines

mathematical power



Mathematical power includes the ability to explore. conje<:ture, and
reason logically; 10 solve DOnroutine problems: to communicate
about and through mathematics: and 10 connect ideas witbin
mathematics and betv,·een maLhematics and other intellectual
activity. Mathematical power also involves the development of
personal self<onfidence and a disposition 10 ~k, evaluale, and use
quantitative and spatial informalion in solving problems and in
making de<:isions. Students' flexibility, perseverance, interest.
curiosily, and inventiveness also rlTect the realization of
maLhematical power (p. I).

Using assessment -instruments" to momtor a student's progress is not a new

concept for many leachers. However, NCTM (199;) indicates that the following shifts

with regard to assessment are mandatory if students are 10 increase their mathematical

power'

• A shift toward judging the progress of each student's anainmenl of
mathematical power, and away from assessing students' knowledge of
specific facts and isolaledskills.

• A shift toward communicating with students about their perfonnance in a
continuous, comprehensive manner. and away from simply indicating
whether or not answers are correcL

• A shift toward using multiple and complex assessment tools (such as
performance tasks, portfolios, writing assignments. oral demonstrations, and
ponfolios). and away from sole reliance on answers to brief questions on
quizzes and chapter tests.

• A shift toward students learning 10 assess their own progress. and away
from teachers and external agencies as the sole jud~s of progress (p. 29).

Informing and improving instruction is a crucial component of assessment as

well. Assessment can inform leaching by providing feedback that may be used to modity

instruction in an effort to better facilitate learning. Teachers should ask Lhemselves:

"How can I use evidence about my studenlS' progress to make instructional decisions?"

Essentially, this purpose of assessment links with the Learning Standard. NCTM (1991)

states: "Assessment of students and analysis of instruction are fundamentally



interCCl~ed" (p. 63). As Lambdin & Forseth (1996) point out. aGood teaching is

seamless - assessment and instruction are often one and the same~ (p. 294). If used

appropriately, assessmem can promote learning, build confidence, and develop a

student's understanding of himself or herself.

NCTM advocates that. though assessmem for the exclusive purpose of evaluation

must be downplayed. using assessment lar the purpose of evaluating a student's

achievement is nonetheless important. Evaluation is defined as -the process of

determining the worth ot: or assigning a value to. something on Ihe basis of careful

examination andjudgmem" (NCTM. 1995, p. 88).

Kulm (1994) identifies five primary purposes of assessment in the dasstoom that

are similar to those advocated by NCTM: (I) Improvement of instruaion and learning;

(2) Evaluation of sludent achievement and progress; (3) Feedback for the students.

providing information to aid them in seeing inappropriate strategies, thinking, or habits;

(4) Communication of standards and expectations: and (5) Improvement of attitudes

toward mathematics (p. 4).

Clearly. sole use of traditional paper and pencil lests will be inadequate in

addressing these multiple purposes of assessment. Reform effons focus on treating

mathematical classroom environments in which student understanding and student

meaning flourish; hence. the Deed exists for ilItemative forms of assessment. Alternate

forms of assessment will send very different messages 10 students about what is

important in mathematics learning; such assessment "instruments" will taster the

development of mathematically literale students, the primary vision of NCTM.



undoubtedly. there will be a sbift in emphasis from producing correa answen to the

apectatioD that studentS must think and communicate

Conclusion

NCTM is advocating changes in mathematics curriculum, instruction. and

assessment. These ctlangei must work to!!:~h~L Chang~s in what we leach and how we

teach must be accompanied by changes in assessment NCTM clearly indicates that

students should be actively doing mathematics by using mathematical ideas and concepts

to work on problems. tasks, lUld investigations. Curricula should emphasize

understanding concepts lUld good mathematical thinking versus the memorization of

facts, procedures. and formulas that are only dimly understood. The enacuneOl of

behaviorist teaching and assessment is becoming passe: constructivist practice.

necessitating change in classroom activities to gi\'e students more control over their

mathematics education, must surface.

Effective teachers are those who can stimulate studems to learn
mathematics. Educational research otTers compelling evidence that
students learn mathematics well only when they construct their own
mathematical understanding. To understand what they learn. they
must enact for themselves verbs that penneate the mathematics
curriculum: -examine," "'represent," 'raoslorm." "solve:' "apply:'
"prove.~ -communicate.~ This happens most readily when students
worle in groups, engage in discussion, make presentations. and in
other ways take charge ofthetr own learning (NRC, 1989. pp. 58
S9).

Clearly, learning mathematics is a cumulative process that occurs as experiences

contribute to understanding. Mathematics involves more than just finding the correct

answer (0 a specific problem. The strategies and procedures used to approach



mathematical tasks as well as the communicative skills employed in conveying

understanding are all important. Therefore. the assessment of a student's mathematical

knowledge must include his/her ability to solve problems, to use the language of

mathematics. to reason and analyze. to communicate mathematically, and to make

connections among mathematical phenomena. Assessmem must be made in a contelO.

that is significant and similar to the learning ~nvironment. "When the focus and form of

assessment are different from that of instruction, assessment subverts students' learning

by sending them conflicting messages aboUl what mathematics is valued" (NCTM. 1995,

p.I3).

Assessment should also examine the extent to which studems have integrated and

made sense of mathematical concepts and procedures and whether they can apply

concepts and procedures to situations that require creative and critical thinking

Assessment "instruments" must tit the curriculum being laught, requiring students to use

the kinds of thinking and concepts that they have been developing. Journal writing,

open-ended problems. interviews, formal and informal observations, portfolios. self

assessment, and teacher-made and other tests will b~ required as the reform efforts of

NCTM come into "full (orce."'

Multiple assessment "instruments" will assist in achieving the varied purposes of

assessment as advocated by NCTM. As students are given opportunities to explain and

justify their thinking and to discuss their observations, teachers will have opportunities to

monitor a student's progress, make instructional decisions, and to evaluate a student's

achievement. Student assessment must provide feedback 10 both teachers and students

,..,



thai assists them in making good decisions and that aids them in the next steps of their

teaching and/or learning

The vessel of mathematics assessment reform focuses on systemic change a

mutual dependence on all major components within mathematics education (curriculum,

instruction, motivation, ). NCTM has launched the vessel and it is up to mathematics

teachers to keep it afloat. Undoubtedly. there will be times when the seas are rough;

however. it is then thai mathematics teachers have [0 put eXira etTort into steering their

course It must be realized that there is no final destination to the voyage; it is the

journey of providing students with ample opponunities to learn more meaningful

mathematlcsthatisofinteresl.
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Student Assessment 'Instruments:'
Aligning their Uses with Instruction

Introduction

Recent cognitive r~arch has invited considerable change in our understanding of

what learning is and how it happens. II is evidenced that [earners actively construct

personal meaning from information and experiences by linking new information with

their pre.existing knowledge and understanding. Resulting from Ihis is a call for change

in insHuctional practices and, hence, assessment practices within areas such as secondary

school mathematics., the focus of this paper

NCTM's documents CurriCl/Jllm and EvalllOlioli Standards for S.:hooJ

Mathematics and Asst's,muml Standards for School Malhemolics support recent cognitive

research. NCTM indicates the necessity, stemming from a constructiviSl: framework of

learning. to change both the manner in which teachers dicit tvidence of studentS'

mathematical thinking and the way they use that evidence to monitor student's progress

and guide instnlcUonal decision making.

This paper first wsets the stage" for the necessity of changing assessment practices

by comparing traditional passive mathematics instruction with the more active nudent-

centered format of instruction that NCTM advocates. The paper then proceeds to

examine mathematics assessment and the effect of assuming a constructivist approach to

learning.



After individually examining mathematics instruction and assessment, it is

reemphasized in the next section of this paper that the twO issues cannot, realistically, be

companmentalized. NCTM's Standards documents indicate the importance of using

assessment to guide instruction and to improve teacb.ing. expanding the purpose of

assessment beyond accountability and assigning grades. This paper discusses the idea

that assessment's real power, its ability to shape and direct classroom instruction, is

frequently untapped and that using assessment to inform instruction is one of the most

powerful tools that a teacher has to improve their teaching and student learning.

The focal point of the paper becomes the direction in which teachers should lum

with regard to incorporating assessment within instruction. Adhering to NCTM's

philosophical underpinnings, various forms of alternate assessment are described and

supported with examples of current research and practice. The assessment "instruments"

described include: journal writing, open-ended problems, interviews, formal and informal

observations, portfolios, self-assessment, and teacher-made and other tests Such

"instruments" allow teachers to assess students' mathematical content knowledge,

mathematical processes, and mathematical disposition

The paper next evolves into an examination of the advantages of multiple forms

of assessment. Essentially, at this juncture, the paper comes ·'full circle" as emphasis is

placed on the primary advantage of assessment - that of student growth and learning, the

ultimate aim of simultaneous instruction and assessment, Finally, there is an exploration

of the idea that, despite popular perception, alternative assessment is not a new

commodity



Mathematics Instruction

Conventional secondill)' school mathematics instruction in Newfoundland, for the

pan, has not been in line with NCTM's advocacy of mathematics as

communication, reasoning, problem solving, and making connections. Textbooks and/or

worksheets have generally been used to provide studems with exercises (typically

questions that each have a single correct answer) designed to be solved in passive

environments. The answers to these exercises have generally been obtained by using a

procedure that the teacher has taught very recemly. I believe it would be fair to say that

lite hallmarks of conventional mathematics instruction have been passiveness.

memorization. and replication.

What should be the hallmarks of mathematics instruction" One of the primary

ideas that NCTM advocates is that mathematics classrooms should be discourse

communities and the teachers therein should be facilitalOrs of mathematical discourse. [n

the Professional Slondards for Teachillg Mathematics (NCTM. 1991). many aspecls of

the teacher's role during instruction are identified:

Posing questions and tasks that elicit. engage, md challenge each
student's thinking; listening carefully to each student's ideas; asking
students to clarify and justify their ideas orally and in writing;
deciding what to pursue in-depth from among the ideas that students
bring up during a discussion; deciding when and how to attach
mathematical notation and language to student's ideas; deciding
when to provide infonnation. when 10 clarify an issue. when to
model. when to lead. and when to [et a student struggle with
difficulty; and monitoring a student's panicipation in discussions
and deciding when and how 10 encourage each student to panicipate
(p.128).

Undoubtedly. effecti~ mathematics instruction must involve students being

active participants in the learning process One ofthe key components of learning is that



students reconstruct mathematicaJ ideas. NRC (1989) makes a point that is consistent

with this constructivist view of learning and that SUppORS NCTM's idea of lbe leacher's

role during insuuction:

Swdents construct meaning as they learn mathematics. They use
what tbey are taught to modify their prior beliefs and behavior, not
simply to record and store what they are told. II is students' acts of
-:onstruction and invention that build their mathematical power and
enable them to solve problems they have never seen before (p. 59).

Mathematics Assessment

NCTM (1995) defines assessment as "the process of gathering evidence abOUI a

student's knowledge of, ability to use, and disposition toward mathematics and of making

inferences from thai evidence for a variety of purposes" (p. 87). I would argue that,

cu"ently, much of the assessment that occurs in secondary school mathematics

classrooms revolves primarily (and, in some cases, perhaps solely) around written tests.

quizzes. and assignments for the sole purpose of evalualion (as defined by NCTM. see

Paper One, p_ 1]-1).

Three issues come 10 the forefront: (I) Many teachers and students are Hcaughl

up~ in Ihe idea of marks - il must be realized that evaluation is only one use of

assessment information; (2) Teachers' assessmem of students must involv~ more than

written inSiruments; and (3) Assessmem often influences what teachers teach and,

consequently, whal students learn. Crooks (1988) elaborates on the third issue:

Classroom evaluation [assessment in terms of NCTM's
defrnition} ... guides [student} judgement of whal is impoRant to
learn, affects their motivation and self-perception of competence,
structures their approaches to and timing of personal study,



consolidates learning. and affects the development of enduring
learning strategies and skills. It appears to be one of the most potent
forces influencing education (p. 467)

It stands to reason that justice is not being served if teachers limit their assessment

instruments to traditional paper-and-pencil tests, quizzes, and assignments. Hence, a

need exists for what NCTM refers to as alternate or authentic assessment ·'instruments .,

Stenmark (1991) indicates'

Authentic assessment tasks highlight the usefulness of mathematical
thinking and bridge the gap between school and real mathematics
They involve finding patterns. checking generalizations. making
models. arguing, simplifying, and extending -- processes thai
resemble the activities of mathematicians or the application of
mathematics to everyday life. When we see students planning,
modeling, and using mathematics to carry out investigations, we can
make valid judgments about their achievement (p. 3).

It IS imperative thai we have the broadest and richest information about our

students. Rather than merely producing a few numbers or grades, assessments should

yield profiles, descriptive information, interests. attitudes, and other information that can

provide a clear picture of abilities and aptitudes. A teacher's goal. nonetheless. is not to

elicit multiple forms of assessment as a goal in and of itself; the primary purpose of

multiple fonns of assessment is the value they provide for the improvement of teaching

and learning

Kulm (1994) identifies three basic criteria for assessment items (I) The item

should give all students the chance to demonstrate some knowledge. skill, and

understanding; (2) The item should be rich enough to challenge students to reason and

think. to go beyond what they expect they can do and perhaps more than the teacher

expects; and (3) The item should allow the application of a wide range of solution

approaches and strategies(p. 38),



Aligning Instruction and Assessment

NCTM advocates that instruction and assessment have to occur simultaneously in

order to help students develop their powers of communication. reasoning, problem

solving, and making connections which they believe are at the hean of a student's

mathematical learning. Webb and Briars (1990) agree: "Assessment musl be an

interaction between teacher and students. with the teacher continually seeking to

understand what a student can do and how a student is able to do it and then using this

information to guide instruction" (p_ 108).

NCTM (1995) emphasizes that there should not be anificiaJ barriers between

teaching, leaming, and assessment; blurring the boundary between instruction and

assessment is consistent with the Learning Standard (p. 46). Assessment must be seen as

an opportunity for learning as opposed to an interruption to it. Assessment and

instruction are tar 100 often regarded as separate entities -- a teacher teaches certain

concepts, students do practice problems. a test is given. and the cycle continues until all

units in a course are "covered." Instruction does not solely drive assessment and

assessment does not solely drive instruction. Just as flowers provide bees with nectar and

bees provide a mechanism for the exchange of genetic material among flowers, so too,

assessment and instruction are mutuaUy dependent on one another. NCTM (1991)

reemphasizes this idea:

Assessment of students and analysis of instruction are
fundamentally interconnected Mathematics teachers should
monitor students' learning on an ongoing basis in order to assess and
adjust their teaching. Observing and listening to students during
class can help teachers. on the spot, tailor their questions or tasks to
provoke and extend students' thinking and understanding. Teachers
must also use information about what students are understanding to



revise and adapt their shan· and long. range plans: for the tasks they
select and for the approaches they choose to orchestrate the
classroom discourse Similarly. students' understandings and
dispositions should guide teachers in shaping and reshaping the
learning environment of the classroom (po 63).

Peterson (1988) indicates that if assessment is to be aligned with good instruction.

instruction should reflect the following three characteristics: (I) The teacher provides

learning activities and an environment in which there is emphasis on meaning and

understanding; (2) There is a classroom atmosphere that encourages student autonomy,

persistence. and independent thinking; and (J) There is direct teaching of specific

problem-solving and reasoning strategies (p. 126).

Undoubtedly, assessment should be a continuous and dynamic process. NCTM

(1995) states. "When the focus and fonn of assessment are different from that of

instruction, assessment subvel1s students' learning by sending conflicting messages about

what mathematics is valued- (p. 45). NRC (1993) ful1her emphasizes Ihis idea when they

state. "Even when cenain tasks are used as pan of a formal. external assessment. there

should be some kind of instructional follow-up. As a routine part of classroom discourse.

interesting problems should be revisited, extended. and generalized. whatever their

original sources"{p. II).

Assessment MInstrurnents"

Typically, as previously stated. paper.and-pencil tests have been used extensively

(and sometimes exclusively) by most teachers. Aside from the idea that such tests

oftentimes reinforce the misconception that mathematics is a set of isolated skills that can



be easily decomposed and taught, a concern with excessive usage of paper-and-pencil

tests is that they do not take into account individual differences in how students display

their mathematical knowledge. Kulm (1994) conunenls:

For some studeors, the anxiety of taking a fonnalltsl can limit their
performance. Others are more reflective and need extended time 10
lhink thcough problems. Others do their best mathematical thinking
through hands-on pertormance or worir: on projects and activities.
For still others, an opponunily to write or to e:"plain concepts onlly
can open the way to better performance (p. 49).

Another central concern with excessive usage of paper-and-pencil assessment is

that information obtained from the assessment is not sufficiently helpful to improve

instruction and learning. Many teachers would be wealthy if they had a quaner for every

time a sludenl asked questions like: Is this going to be on the test? Is Ihat what you're

looking for for the answer to that question? Day after day many studenlS make these

queries. Marolda & Davidson (1994) state that for many students ~the issue in

mathematics is not the learning of mathematical topics and procedures but ralher the

ability to produce solutions· (p. 97). Berenson & Caner (1995) comment:

Teachers are left with a sense of unease about students'
understanding of the relatiOllship between learning and grading. .
learning is equated with producing an exact copy of what is in the
teacher's mind. Students who feel this way may fail to understand
why they should learn. They may become dependent imitalors
rather than creative innovalOrs. Funhermore, they may never
experience the joy of independent learning nor reach the goal of
becoming life-long learners (p. (82)

Undoubledly, the anitudes that many students have aboul learning can partially be

atliiouted to the manner in which leachers assess How, then. should teachers assess and

what should these assessments enlail?



NRC (1993) indicates. "Assessment programs must inform teachers and students

about what the students have learned, how they leam, and how they think about

mathematics" (p. 82). A variety of assessment "instruments" should be selected or

devised to gather information related to how well students are achieving curriculum

learning outcomes; a good mixture should provide an opportunity for students to focus on

the primary goals of learning in an effort to achieve excellence in education

Some of the assessment "instruments· that NCTM advocates for use in

mathematics classrooms include: journal writing, open-ended problems. interviews,

formal and informal observations. portfolios. self-assessment, and teacher-made and

other tests An elaboration of each of these ftinsuuments" is provided below. The

"instruments" used at any given time will depend on several factors such as

the type of learning outcomes (knowledge, understanding. skill, altitude, value. process.

), the specific ""topic"' being taught. the instructional strategies used, the student's level

ofdevelopment. and the specific purpose of the assessment.

Journal Writing

Gupen & Smith (1989) indicate that writing, encompassing thought processes, is a

foreign concepl to most students in mathematics classes. They state

"Thought" (they believe) is the sort of thing encountered more often
in classes devoted to the subject - philosophy, history, Math is
in another category altogether. While it is clear to them that you
have to "think" hard to solve the problems. you do not necessarily
have to have "thoughts." You have to think in order to do things.

You "think" first; then you do the math problem. You "think"
first; then you "reduce your thought" to writing. In order for
students to benefit more fully ...• they must come to understand that
they are engaging in a process oftbought, in a new mode of thought.
Requiring tbem to write about wbat they are doing will in tum force

9·'



them to think, to conceptualize what they are doing. At the same
time, we need to demonstrate to them !he inextricable intertwining
of thought and writing - of thought and expression of thought. (pp
211·212)

Nonetheless, despite the foreignness of journal writing in mathematics classes,

such writing is beneficial to both students and teachers. Kulm (1994) Slates

Journals can be used to gather information concerning noncognitive
asp-~cts, such as the students' interests, their persistence. and
changes in their attitudes toward mathematics; students answer
reflective questions like "What do you like best about _ T'
"How have you thought about the problem?" "What did you
discoverT' Through journal writing, students are given a private
place to address concerns they would not otherwise express or
reveal to the teacher (p. 48)

Answering questions SlJch as those raised by Kulm will enable teachers to get [0 know

their students more fully. Raymond (1994) indicates that journals can challenge students

to retlect on both cognitive and metacognitive aspects of how they think about

mathematical tasks (possibly resulting in solidifying understanding) as well as provide a

medium through which teachers are able to assess their students' mathematical

comprehension (p. 16). The reflection that students engage in as they write in journals

provides teachers with "insights into students' thinking, mathematical language.

misconceptions, and disposition toward mathematics" (Shulman, 1996, p. 66).

Mayer & Hillman (1996) state:

The information I receive from my students' writing is irreplaceable.
From reading my students' Miting, I am able to structure my
lessons to highlight their strengths and strengthen their weaknesses
in mathematical knowledge and understanding. Through my
comments about !heir writing, my students know that I value their
thoughts, comments, and concerns. I cannot imagine a more
effective way to assess what my students know and are able to do
mathematically (p. 432)



Berenson & Carter (1995) give some helpful hinlS for teachers as they begin to

have studentS participate in journal writing (p. 183). These hints include: (I) Begin

writing with ~feclingM questions in student journals. These are perceived as less

threatening since there are no right and wrong answers. (2) Encourage studenlS to write

more words by discussing with the class your e:<pectuions or showing other srudents'

writing as models. (3) Respond to students in wrlling. For journals. it is not necessary 10

respond to;tll entries. Collect 5 -10 journals a day for review. or ask studenlS to select

what entry they are particularly interested in having read. (4) Set a timer or have a

specific time period set aside each day or week where students know they will be

expected to write about mathematics.

Rose (1989) offers a variety of benefits to student journal writing:

• When studenlS are stuck on a problem and write out their thought processes. they
see theif errors and often solve the problem.

• Journal writing slows the thinking process, which gives students a chance to
arrive at their own solutions as well as to understand their thought processes

• Teachers benefit as they receive feedback on lessons and become aware ofw~
studenlS are reached by certain activities.

• SlUdents make notes. not take notes. and produce interpretive comments and
personal reminders.

• As the teacher writes back to the students. students realize the teacher hears and

"'".
• Students gain the opportunity to formulate, organize, intemalize, and evaluate

concepts; answer self-generated questions; and generate a record of their thinking
(pp.26-27).

Stenmark (1989) defines an open-ended problem as one in which the student is

given a situation and is asked to communicate a response, usually in writing. Open-

ended problems, which permit creative and divergent reasoning and problem solving,



require a student to construct their own answers and thus are more in line with the

constructivist view of learning. Such problems oftentimes allow for more than one

solution or response to be given and more than one skill to be used. Additionally,

sludents with various backgrounds can respond in unique ways. "Open-ended questions

often provide opponunities for students to make decisions; miculate their conceptual

knowledge; collect, analyze, and represent data; and communicate their findings to an

intended audience" (Shulman, 1996, p. 64) Additionally, as NCTM (1995) indicates.

open-ended problems allow students to "select from a variety of mathematical

representations [pictures. graphs, tabies. chans. diagrams, models, symbols, formulas] to

demonstrate their understanding Such a multiplicity of representations can ... provide

broader access, allow for greater diversity in solution strategies, and suppon more

complete demonstrations of students' understanding than many traditional forms of

assessmenC' (p. 58)

The Massachuselts Depanmem of Education (1989) adheres to the underlying

philosophy ofNCTM'

An answer alone is but a weak indicator of understanding. In
contrast, when we ask students to explain or to justify their
responses. we can evaluate not only the procedures which they used,
but the premises upon which those procedures were based.... When
students are asked to puzzle and explain, to apply their knowledge in
an unfamiliar context, they must construct meaning for themselves
by relating what they know to the problem at hand. In other words,
they must act like mathematicians. This kind of activity encourages
them in the belief that mathematics is primarily a reasonable
enterprise, founded in the relationships apparent in everyday tife and
accessible to all students (p. 41)

Such a philosophical position requires a reconsideration orlhe models we use for

assessment. One such model is to use rubrics as shown in Figure 1. This figure



illustrates an example of how feedback from open-ended problems can be given to

SlUdents through an analytic scoring scale.

Analytic Scoring Scale

I
Understanding the
Problem

I
Planning a Solution

Getting an Answer

0: Complete misunderstanding of the problem
I: Part of the problem misunderstood or
misinterpreted
2: Com lete understandin~ oftbe roblem
0: No attempt, or totally inappropriate plan
I: Partially correct plan based on part of the
problem being interpreted correctly
2: Plan could have led to a correct solution if
implemented roperly
0: No answer, or wrong answer based on an
inappropriate plan
I: Copying error; computational error: partial
answer for a problem with multiple answers
2: Correct answer and correct label for the
answer

Figure I.. Feedback Scale for Open-ended Problem
(Source: Charles, R., Lester, F" & O'Daffer, P, 1987, p, 30)

Open-ended problems may also include student investigations. NCTM (1995)

states. 'To demonstrate real growth in mathematical power, students need to demonstrate

their ability to do major pieces of work that are more elaborate and time-consuming than

just short exercises, sets of word problems, and chapter tests" (p. 36). Student

investigations meet this criterion. Grant McLoughlin (1999) indicates that investigations

are "intended to represent an open-ended problem solving activity. Beginning with a

mathematical statement, a set of numbers, or a topic, students explore by conjecturing,

posing problems. and pursuing directions thai are neither unique nor prescribed. The



essence is to move the experience of studems toward those of mathematicians

themselves" (p_ 8). Personal experience with such an investigation. during a mathematics

education graduate course with Grant McLoughlin, highlighted that students can develop

thinking and reasoning skills through such experiences

Interviews

Lankford (1992) reports that many experts have observed that the extensive use of

single correct answer paper-and·pencil tests in mathematics has led to the neglect of the

idea of listening to studems as a vital aspect of instruction and assessment. NCTM

(1995) states, "One of the most powerful sources of evidence about students' leaming

comes from listening to students explain their thinking" (p. 32). Students "learn language

through verbal communication; it is important, therefore, 10 provide opportunities for

them to 'talk mathematics'" (NCTM, 1989, p. 26).

Interviewing studenls permits a teacher to gain insight into a student's thinking,

understandings, learning styles, anitudes, and beliefs about mathematics.

Advantages of using interviews include the opportunity to delve
deeply into students' thinking and reasoning, to bener detennine
their level of understanding, to diagnose misconceptions and
missing connections, and 10 ilsseSS their verbal ability to
communicate mathematical knowledge. An additional benefit of
IJsing interviews occurs as students provide detailed information
about what they are thinking and doing - they realize that this
knowledge is valued (Huinker, 1993, p. 80).

Interviews may be conducted with individuals or small groups. Teachers can set

up a specific time, calling a student or students aside as the remainder of the class is

engaged in other activities. So too, interviews can be informal. asking a student or group



of students specific: questions as they work. During an imerview. whether formal (a

teac:her following a standard protocol) or informal, teachers should use questions that

probe students' thinking These questions could include. but c:enainly shouldn't be

limited to: What do you mean when you say that? How could you answer the question

without setting up a quadratic equation? Why did you do this problem the way you did?

Questions such as these require students to e.xplain their conceptual understandings of

mathematics (Shulman, 1996. p. 64)

In addition !O knowing the types of questions to ask students during an interview.

teac:hers should be cognizant of other more general information. Berenson & Carter

(1995) provide some useful hints for teachers as they interview their students

• Put students at ease. Conduct the interview as if it were a conversation. Explain
to the students why you are interviewing them

• Use neUlral reinforcement terms such as "I hear what you're saying..· Stay away
from leading responses such as "Good, that's right!" Remember to keep
nonverbal cues as neutral as possible. Nod, maintain good eye contact. and
restate what it is that you think you have heard

• Try not to lead the students or turn the interview into an instructional session.
unless you want the interview to serve as remedial instruction.

• Plan a few basic questions that will allow you to gain understanding of students'
ideas. Use probes to draw out students' ideas (e.g., "Can you tell me more about
that?", "Can you explain your thinking?", or "Where did your idea about this
c:omefrom?").

• If possible. rec:ord the session so that you are not distracted from responding to
and listening to student ideas (p. 185).

Formal and Informal Observations

Teachers can use the information they obtain from observing students (both

fonnally and infonnally) in the classroom to judge students' progress as well as the



success of their instructional approaches. Observing students should be a natural part of

leaching; the intent is not to observe every student every day. However, "insights gained

during these times can be quickly lost in the hurly-burly of the classroom if some form of

documentation does not occur during the course of instruction" (Clarke, 1994, p. 542)

Sometimes checklists, similar to the one in Figure 2. can be used to expedite the process

Additionally, brief notes next to a student's name can be very insightful to a teacher at a

later point in time. Clarke (1994) states, "'\s classrooms become more student-centered

and less teacher-centered. teachers will have more freedom to observe" (p. 543)

Clarke (1994) indicates that a teacher should look for three prim;lJ)' things when

observing students: mathematical content. mathematical processes (including problem

solving, communication, reasoning, and connections), and mathematical disposition.

Problem-Solving Observation Rating Sule
Student: Date:

Fr uentl Sometimes Never

[. Selects appropriate solution I
strategies
2. Accurate[y implements

~[~~~~:~~;:e~:~t solution I
strategy when slUck
4. Approaches problems in a
systematic manner (clarifies
the question, identifies needed
data, plans, solves, and checks)
5. Shows a willingness to try
problems
6. Demonstrates self
confidence
7. Perseveres in problem
solving attempts

Figure 2: ObseTl'ariotlol Checklist
(Source: Char[ese! aI., 1987, p. 18)



Portfolios

Ponfolios are an effective tool for collecting a variety of student work., including

me products from other assessment "instrumenls.~ Paulson, Paulson, & Mey~ (1991)

define portfolios as ~purposeful collections of $Cudent ",oric that exhibilS {sic] the

student's efforts, progress, and achievemenls in one or more areas~ (p. 60). The wide

array of student work provides different kinds of indicators of what students know and

can do, as well as how they think. As an overall picture of learning, portfolios document

conceptual understanding, problem solving, reasoning, and communication abilities.

Additionally, one of the richest aspects of a portfolio is that it gives an overview of a

student's progress over an e.'(Iended period oftime.

Stenmark (1991) indicates that portfolios provide evidence of knowledge and

understandings far beyond facts and recall of procedures. Additionally, pontolios

provide a permanent record of a student's progress, they give a clear and overall picture

of a student's ability, they allow for different styles of learning, and they provide

opportunities for improving Ihe self image and confidence of all students by engaging

students in assessing and selecting their own worle. Coates (1995) suggests that

portfolios have the potential to reveal a lot about Iheir creators: they can be a -window

into the students' heads" (p. 2). As with most fonns of alternate assessment, portfolios

enable teachers to construct their own knowledge of students, how students learn. and

how students evaluate their own learning.

A portfolio collection should include "student participalion in selecting contents,

the criteria for selection, the criteria for judging merit, and evidence of student self

reflection" (paulson. Paulson, & Meyer, 1991, p. 60); thus, portfolios oftentimes help
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students see their strengths and weaknesses so that they are more able to link successes

and failures to performance. NCTM (1995) indicates that "the process by which students

select what they consider to be their best work is an important means by which they learn

to reflect on their own work" (p. 36). Students generally place their beSt work in a

portfolio, thereby enabling them to see their growth and improvement over time so that,

hopefully, they develop pride in fleir accomplishments. Portfolios also help encourage

responsibility for learning and may facilitate goal seuing

Lesh, Lamon, Bebr, & Lester (1992) offer a cautionary note:

One of the common criticisms of portfolio-based assessment
projects has been that they often produce more information than
detision-makers are able to use, with the result that the rich
information available is ignored or reduced to simplistic
generalizations that have the same negative characteristics as single.
numbertestscores(p.4IJ).

Kenney, Schloemer. & Cain (1996) suggest that one means to use the rich

information contained in portfolios is during parent teacher interviews. They indicate

that portfOlios are an excellent means to show parents exactly how their child is doing:

the portfolio "contains evidence Ihat facilitates communication between teachers and

parents or guardians about students' progress that is probably not readily available from

report card grades or olher forms of summative reporting and that may not deal

exclusively to mathematics" (p. 193).

Self-Assessment

Kenney & Silver (1993) define self-assessment as "the process of actively

monitoring one's own progress in learning and understanding and of examining one's



own mathematical knowledge, processes, and attitudes~ (p. 229). Lesh, lamon. Behr, &

lester (1992) indicate that. in as many ways as possible, it is important that teachers

reflect responsibility back onto studems for documeming their own achievemems. and for

analyzing, summarizing, and evaluating the quality of their own work (p. 41]). NCTM

(1995) states:

Students learn to share responsibility for the assessment process as
they come to understand and make judgements about the quaiity of
their own work. The shift in teaching toward helping students
increase their capacity for analysis and their ability to fonnulate
prob!ems and communicate correct mathematical work is supported
when students become adept at judging the quality of their own
work and that of others (p. ]9).

Indeed. self·assessment permits students to reflect on their learning experiences.

thus becoming more aware and observant of their own learning. Raymond (1994)

emphasizes that reflection forces students to solidify their understanding (p, 16). When

students are aClively involved in the assessment process, they can be empowered by not

seeing the teacher as the giver and judge of all knowledge as is currently the case in many

classrooms.

Although assessment ·'instruments" such as journal writing, interviews, and

portfolios incorporate elements of self.assessment, more specific activities can be

designed which focus on students critiquing themselves or work that they have done.

According to Schoenfeld (1983), when students are asked to analyze their problem-

solving processes, there is a measurable effect on performance (p. 21).

Schoenfeld (1985) indicates that students often need initiation to use self-

monitoring and self-evaluative strategies. Therefore, it is crucial, at least initially, for

teachers to provide experiences through which students can develop their own capability
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for self-assessment. Teachers, for instance, can provide instruments that focus students'

attention on their own mental processing. NCTM (1995) provides a table that would give

students guidance in the assessment of their own work. This table (Figure 3) guides

students' self-assessment by having them rate themselves on a continuum in each of four

categories (Understanding the Task, How you Solved the Problem, Why - Decisions

Along the Way, So What - Outcomes of Activities)

Student Self-Assessment

Understandinll! the Task
I

I didn't I understood enoueh
understand to solve pan of the
enough to get problem or get pan
staned or even of a solution
make progress.

Bow ou Solved the Problem
My approach My approach would
didn't work. only let me solve

I Pari of the problem.
Why - Dedsions Alon the Wa
I had no reasons I knew I was
for the decisions reasoning but it's
I made hard to see from my

work.

So What Outcomes or Activities
I solved the I solved the problem
problem and and then made
then stopped comments about

something I
observed inmy
solution.

I understood the
problem

My approach would
work for the
roblem.

Although I didn't
clearly explain the
reasons for my
decisions, my work
suggests reasomng
was used.

I solved the problem
and connected my
solution to other
math that I knew or
I described a use for
what (learned in the
~real world."

I identified
special factors
that influenced
the way I
approached the

roblem.

My approach
was efficient or
sonhisticated.

I clearly
exhibited
reasons for the
decisions I
made along the
wov

After [sol.ved
the problem, I
made a general
rule about the
solutionorl
extended the
solution to a
more
complicated
situation.

FigMTe J: Stutklll Sd/-AssClsmenl
(Source: NCTM, 1995, p. 43)



Kenney & Silver (199]) provide an eloquent summary of student self-assessment:

One goal of a mathematics program is for students to gain
mathematical power. One imponant attribute of mathematically
powerful learners is their ability to know how much they know, to
judge the quality of this knowledge, and to know what they need to
do in order to learn more, These characteristics are also at the hean
of student self-assessment. For students, self-assessment encourages
them to assume an active role in the development of mathematical
power. For teachers, student self-assessment activities can provide a
lens through which the development of students' mathematical
power can be viewed (p. 236)

Teacher-Made and Other Tests

An analysis of current assessment practices in many Newfoundland schools, I am

convinced, would yield that teacher-made and other tests are frequently used. Therefore.

tor the purpose of this paper, I provide less elaboration on this form of assessment.

For the most part. teacher-made and other tests entail written forms of assessment

similar to our current unit tests, midterms, and finals. However, new types of paper-and-

pencil tests can be devised so that their substance and format can capture imponant

evidence about what and how students are thinking. There is nothing wrong with

teachers placing open-ended problems on tests. For instance. teachers may provide

students with a graph and ask them to describe a situation that the graph could possibly

represent. It is essential that teachers forego the "one correct answer" mentality for all

items on their paper-and-pencil tests.

Nonetheless, it is important to realize that traditional testing is not ·out the door!"

Paper-and-pencil testing (as most teachers know it) may indeed be the best way to assess

in certain instances such as that of factual recall. And, of course, a good traditional test is

obviously preferable to a poorly constructed or trivial alternate assessment.



Notwithstanding, as NRC (1989) indicates, "we must ensure that tests measure what is of

value. not just what is easy to test. If we want students to investigate. explore, and

discover. assessment must not measure just mimicry mathematics" (p. 70).

A.dvantages of Multiple Forms of A.ssessment

Berenson & Carter (1995) S1ale that most forms of alternate assessment share

common characteristics:

Students receive high marks for higher order thinking, problem
solving, and creativity in alternative assessments. Multiple answers.
strategies. and invented processes are valued, recognized. and
rewarded by the teacher. Students discover that the new rules of
grading alternative assessments reward their unique contributions
rather than their shon-term memories. These changes in assessment
practices can, in many cases., lead to students taking pride in and
responsibility for their leaming (p. 182).

Arising from these many Issessment "instruments" are several key issues. First.

an overall assessment mix is richer and far more informative for students. teachers.

parents., and Ol:ner interested panies. Second. alternative assessments should not be

viewed as "add-()ns.~ Third. when assessing, teachers should step back and ask

themselves if what they are assessing is wonh assessing and. if so, what "instrument" is

best for measuring the progres5 of that particular learning outcome. Cena.inly, sole or

elrtensive use of traditional paper-and-pencil tests will be challenged within the NCTM

reform effons currently underway; traditional paper-and-pencil tests often limit

opponunities to learn and thus. narrow or dilute curriculum and instruction.

Undoubtedly, there are many potential advantages of multiple forms of

assessment being used in synchronization with instruction. Obviously, if teachers use a



broad range of strategies in an appropriate balance, students will have multiple

opportunities to demonstrate their knowledge. skills, and attitudes. However, the

advantages go far beyond this. I believe Berenson and Caner (1995). as previously

quoted, allude to the key advantage - that students will become creative innovators

versus dependent imitators. Stenmark (199 I) elaborates on this concept as evidenced by

what she regards as the advantages of alternative assessment These advantages.

categorized for students and teachers, are given in Figure.:l

Students

Think more deeply about problems
Feel free to do their best thinking
because their ideas are valued
Ask deeper and more frequent
questions of themselves, their
classmates. and their teachers
Improve their listening skills and gain
an appreciation for the role of
listening in cooperative work
Feel responsibility for their thoughts
and ownership of their methods
Observe that there are many right
ways 10 solve a problem
Experience the value of verbalization
asa means of clarifying one'S Ihinking
Form new insights into mathematical
concepts
Learn ways to identify the places
where they need help
Increase their self confidence and self
esteem as a resuil of genuine interest
shown by a teacher or classmate
Feel more tolerance and respect for
other people's ideas
Focus their energy on exploring and
communicating ideas about
mathematical relationships rather than
on findin answers

Teachers

Gain access to studentlhinking
Enhance their ability to use
nonthreatening questions that elicit
explanalionsand reveal
misconceplions
Strengthen their listening skills
Show respect for their students by
being nonjudgmental
Use interview results as a source of
questions to pose on written
assignments for the whole class
Encourage respect for diversity by
modeling appreciation of varied
approaches
POSe questions that encourage
students to construettheir own
understanding
Feel reinforcement for Jelling go of
"teaching as telling"



Develop strategies for conducting self·
interviews while solving problems in
other settings
Find satisfaction and confidence in
their ability to solve problems
look less to the teacher for clues
about the correctness of their methods
and focus less on imitating the "right"
W'Y

Figu1'e 4: Advantages ofAssessment Alternatives
(Source: Stenmark. 1991. p. 4)

Additionally, two other advantages to multiple forms of assessment that are not

spt:..ifically stated above include: (I) Teachers will nOl limit their assessment to

summative means for the sole purpose of evaluation; and (2) Students may change their

emphasis from grades to learning

Longevity of Assessment Concepts

An investigation into the ·'newness" of the idea of using multiple forms of

assessment reveals that NCTM has not developed a brainchild. For example. though

NCTM's Standards documents surfaced in the late 1980's and continue to meet with

revision [0 the present day, prior to this time many authors alluded to the importance of

going beyond paper-and-pencil tests that primarily assess knowledge-oriented concepts

For instance, Bentley & Malvern (1983) state

By far the greatest pan of pupil assessment in schools is of the
continuous kind, aimed at providing the teacher with information
about the progress, strengths and weaknesses of individual children
and, through them, of the class as a whole. This is mainly done by
observing children as they go about their day to day class work and
by correcting and discussing their work with them (p. 35)



AdditionalJy, an examination of the ideas of prominent 1940's math educators

reveals that the concept ofaltemate assessment is definitely not new. Hartung & Fawcen

(1946) state, "In preparing test items, try to modify the conventional forms of presenting

exercise material so that rote learning is less likely to provide successful responses and

that more tborough understanding of principles is rewarded" (p. 163). Brownell (1946)

states, "Other evidences of learning are best assessed in other ways [non-traditional

paper-and-pencil tests], for example, by examining pupil's work products, by questioning

pupils in the classroom and in conferences, and by observing their behavior ... Such

opportunities to evaluate learning are too important to be neglected" (p, I)

Conclusion

JuSt as taking one's temperature will not lead to better health, more and varied

assessments will not necessarily lead to bener quality in school mathematics. If one's

temperature is higher than "normal," the necessary steps, combined with periodic

reassessment, are generally taken to aid in lowering the temperature. So too, if

assessment reveals a panicular student weakness. this weakness should be addressed via

further simultaneous instruction and assessment

Undoubtedly, it's the quality and not quantity of assessments that counts Good

alternate assessments give teachers a better idea of how their students think and

understand: they permit students to take more responsibility for their learning. If

assessment "instruments" are aligned with instruction, they will involve students as they

are learning, thus inviting students to reflect on their progress. Herman, Aschbacher, &



Winters (1992) state, "Meaningful learning is reflective, constructive, and self

regulating" (p. 3). Additionally. assessments, like instruction, should occur on a

cominual basis and be dynamic.

The alternative assessment "instruments" discussed in Ihis paper can be used by

teachers as catalysts for change. However, they are merely ·'instruments." A musical

band can have ample instruments but ur.Iess these instruments are played in an

appropriate balance, the resulting melody will not be "sweet" to the ear. Likewise. there

are ample assessment "instruments" at a mathematics leacher's disposal: however,

effectively integrating them into instruction is crucial. It musl be realized that jusl as

there is no formula for the creation ofa new musical piece, so too there is no formula for

aligning assessment "instruments" with instruction; il is the teacher's role to make the

"'melody" as sweet as possible.
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Challenges Facing Assessment Reform
Implementation:

Where Do We Go From Here?

Introduction

Today, in the area of mathematics assessment, teachers face many challenges and

hurdles, perhaps primarily, though not solely, attributable to a changing information-

based society that places different demands on individuals. NCTM (1989) notes that "All

industrialized countries have experienced a shift from an industrial to an information

society, a shift that has transformed both the aspects of mathematics thaI need to be

transmitted to $Iudenls and the concepts and procedures they must master if they are 10 be

self-fulfilled, productive citizens in the nexi century" (p. 3). Undoubtedly, there is a

demand to graduate students who can demonstrate mathematical literacy, an ability to

reason, communicate, and tackle non-routine problems. Developing from this is the need

to go beyond paper-and-pencil testing as teachers assess students

NCTM's philosophy that curriculum, instruction., and assessment are

interdependent has major implications for this paper. It is impossible to address the

challenges of implementing the assessment reform ideas of NCTM in isolation from the

broader challenges of implementing mathematics reform ideas. Therefore, although the

primary focus of this paper is on assessment reform implementation, the paper examines

the viability and challenges associated with some of the broader goals at several

junctures. I argue that tbe challenges of assessment reform become much easier to



confront after a leacher recognizes and tackles the broader challenges of mathematics

reform.

An examination of how a leacher's vision ofmathemalics education impacts their

inSlnJction and, consequently, !heir ass6Smeni of students M sets the S1agen for this paper.

II is openly Slated lhal perhaps the primary challenge of assessment reform

implemenwion is the necessity on the pan of many individual leachers 10 align their

vision of mathemalicseducationwilhlhatofNCTM.ltis paimed oUl: lhat NCTM's

assessmenl ideas are nol conducive to Mchalk and lalk" classrooms and, hence, a

modificalion of classroom environment (in which sludents are aClive pilfticipants) is

mandalory en rOUie to confronting further challenges of assessment reform

implemenlation.

The paper Ihen procttds to focus attention on six additional challenges penaining

10 assessment reform implementalion. These challenges relate to the leacher's role in

reform: (I i comfort in traditional praclice. (2) design. orchestration, and report difficulty,

(3) lhe issue of time, (4) meeting external expectations. (5) teachers as constructivists,

and (6) building a constructivist classroom environmenl. Each of these challenges is

addressed \\-llbin the conlext of currenllheory, research. and practice.

Next. the paper explores some starting pointS for teachers as they begin or

conlinue their efforts al overcoming some of these challenges. There is elaboration on

providing leachers wilh educalion, resources, and support as they endeavor 10 implement

NCTM's assessment reform ideas. The discussion emphasizes Ihe potential benefits of

collaboration among teachers. Finally, il is pointed out that individual teacher initialives

are crilical to successful reform implemenlation.



The Impact of One's Vision of Mathematics Education on Assessment

Every teacher's vision of the purpose of mathematics education is somewhat

different and I believe it would be fair to say that a teacher's vision (encompassing their

educational philosophy) drives his/her instruction. hislher classroom activities. his/her

approach to outcomes/objectives, and, of particular interest for the purpose of this paper,

his/her student assessment practices. I present the following analogy. Consider a painter

who is brought out into the country and asked to paint the beautiful scenery that lies

before him. I would argue that it is impossible for that painter to stand outside his

painting. That painter's thoughts will be inherent within the way he/she paints the

landscape. just as a teacher's thoughts are inherent within the way he/site assesses his/her

students

Because I so strongly believe that a teacher's vision directly factors into the

assessment of his/her students, I believe it is important aI this point for me to present

NCTM's vision of mathematics education. the vision on which 1 base the remainder of

this paper. My personal vision is relatively consistent with NCTM's vision thai

mathematics education involves the development of mathematical power in all students.

Mathematical power includes the ability to explore, conjecture, and
reason logically; to solve nonroutine problems; to communicate
about and through mathematics; and to COMect ideas within
mathematics and betWeen mathematics and other intellectual
activity. Mathematical power also involves the development of
personal self-confidence and a disposition to seek, evaluate, and use
quantitative and spatial information in solving problems and in
making decisions (NCTM. 1991, p. 1).

This vision coincides with that of the APEF mathematics curriculum. which

should be of panicular interest to mathematics teachers in this province as the province



embarks upon secondary mathematics curriculum implementation in September 1999.

The Atlantic Canada mathematics auriculum is shaped by a vision which -fosters the

development of mathematically literate students who can e:<tmd and apply their learning

and who are effective participants in an increasingly technological society" (APEF. 1995,

p. v).

The visions of many teachers are seemingly different from those of NCTM and

APEF; these teachers believe that the purpose of mathematics education is to foster skill

development in classrooms where students are passive recipients of teacher-dictated

knowledge -- they are not concerned about mathematics as communication, problem

solving, and reasoning. Such teachers, if they are unwilling 10 modify their vision, will

face an abundance of challenges in their attemptS at assessment reform implementation. I

argue, therefore, that, first and foremost, perhaps the primary challenge of assessment

reform implementation is the necessity on the pan of many individual teacheo to modify

their vision of mathemalics education. As previously stated, a teacher's vision has a

profound influence on their instruction and. consequently, the manner in which they

assess their students. Teachers who view mathematics as a N$et of skills" that somehow

have to be transmined to students will find that, within their classrooms, many of the

assessment reform ideas that NCTM advocates will be hard to orchestrate. As NCTM

(1989) poims out. "mathematics is not simply memorizing rules and procedures but that

mathematics makes sense, is logical, and is enjoyable" (p. 29).

Consequently, though many teachers may find il extremely difficult to refocus

education in the direction of the NCTM Standards, such refocusing, I would argue, is

mandatory. Otherwise, it is almost certain that comments like "That's not going to work.



it's too idealistic" and "'I'll never have enough time to do all of that" will cominue to be

prevalent. On the other hand, a wjllingne~ by teachers to modify their philosophy, is

likely to result in an overall understanding of the motive for constructivist teaching

which. by its very nature, will lend itself to a merger between instruction and assessment

and the realization on the part of teachers that alternate forms of assessment are

complementary and necessary. Romberg (1993) indicates:

The assessment challenge we face is to give up old assessment
methods to determine what students know, which are based on
behavioral theories of learning and develop authemic assessment
procedures that reflect current epistemological beliefs both about
what it means to know mathematics and how students come to know
(p.109)

Nonetheless, for a teacher to change or modify their assessment methods is not an

easy process. (n fact, difficulty is inherent in any change (regardless of its nature) as

evidenced throughout this paper. Modifying one's philosophy of mathematics education

is especially difficult -- a teacher's philosophy evolves throughout their teaching career.

A teacher's will to change is a beginning; however, effort and time are needed to modify

one's belief system.

Further Challenges to Assessment Reform

This paper proceeds to examine silt additional challenges to assessment refonn

implementation: (I) the challenge of teachers removing themselves from some of the

comforts they have in their traditional practices; (2) the challenge of teachers becoming

comfortable with designing alternate assessment "instruments" and recording and

reponing information obtained from their use; (3) the challenge of teachers juggling



demands placed on their time; (4) the challenge of teachers meeting external expectations

while simultaneously remaining accountahle for their actions; (5) the challenge that

teachers, like studems, are active constructors of their practice and, hence, it will be

difficult for them to implement the assessmem ideas that NCTM advocates if their vision

of mathematics education is distinctly different than that ofNCTM; and (6) the challenge

of building and sustaining a constructivist classroom environment necessary to support

alternate assessment initiatives. All of these challenges are addressed within the context

ofcurrent theory, research, and practice

Comfort in Traditional Practice

No one enters any environment completely oblivious to previous happenings

The mathematics classroom is no exception. Both teachers and students bring to the

classroom their beliefs about and dispositions toward the discipline of mathematics

(Nespor, 1987). Many teachers and students, therefore, have a tendency to resist

changes, especially those that do not conform to their beliefs Lambdin (1993) addresses

this issue:

The most formidable impediment to innovative assessment
te<:hniques may be tradition. Educational assessment procedures
that have been in place for decades are difficult to change. Tests and
letter grades are well established as methods for evaluating and
reponing students' achievemems in mathematics Even if
teachers are convinced of the benefits of using more innovative
methods to evaluate their students, they are unlikely to succeed
unless their supervisors, students, parems - and even their fellow
teachers - understand and support their hreak with tradition (pp_ 12
13)

··We've been doing it this way for years - why change now? We've graduated

students that have been successful- what's the big fuss about? They're telling us what to



do and they're not in the classroom all day long -- what makes them think that this is

going to work?" Comments such as these often permeate staff room discussions

Traditional practice offers a sense of accomplishment for many teachers Such

practice primarily entails students and teachers moving through mathematical material in

an orderly manner. Teachers explain, demonstrate. and monitor student practice

Students listen, observe. and then practice skills and procedures that can be applied to

specific kinds of problems (Smith. 1996). Many teachers are "stuck in a rut" and resist

"letting go of' what is currently, in their opinion. working well and does not require

change. In addition, Ball ([992) states:

Practitioners may need. in many contexts. to develop increased
conviction and assertiveness in order to claim their right to do things
differently. The uncertainty of practice itself, combined with
teachers' sense that they do not have authority and power to work for
change, means that they may have difficulty working experimentally
and responsibly to develop their practice. They may also not know
how to take a more experimental approach to their work, for the
pressure to appear competent, smooth. and sure of one's methods
and results predominates (p, 17).

It will be a great challenge for many teachers to move away from the mentality

that learning mathematics is just applying a prcx:edure iUld toward the mentality that

students have to sometimes struggle as they are actively involved in mathematical

learning processes. Teachers should realize that, in life, when confronted with a problem,

very infrequently can they ask themselves, "What procedure do [ apply here?" Likewise,

teachers should realize that truly educating students entails more then asking them to

apply a set procedure to several similar routine exercises

Nonetheless, a lot of teachers believe the student-centered classrooms that NCTM

advocates are disorderly and unfocused. It will be radically different for them to ask



students to explilin. describe, and show. However, teachers have to listen to or read about

students' thinking and line of reasoning in order to understand if students understand - a

fundamental component of teaching. Movement away from "recipe" teaching, a

challenge in and of itself, is a prerequisite en route to minimizing further challenges of

assessment reform implementation.

Many teachers will be challenged to overcome their uncomfortable feelings of

observing students as they learn. Such teachers oftentimes feel they are nOI doing what

they were hired to do and feel the need to put additional structure on activities. So too,

many teachers feel as though students will not learn if they take a guide on the side

approach to classroom activities_ Oftentimes, when one is uncertain about something it is

more difficult to carry it out in as successful a manner than if one was certain 

potentially leading to the point where the challenge of overcoming being uncomfortable

and uncertain leads to the challenge of getting back on "track." If a teacher is uncertain

in their practice, students very quickly sense thaI uncertllinty which can lead to disastrous

situations including discipline problems

This issue is further compounded by the fact that as teachers choose to move

toward a new pedagogy, students' resistance to change confronts them. Most students,

like teachers, are deeply rooted in tradition. When students reach the secondary school

level, many of them will find it difficult to change what they have been used to doing and

a modification to the manner in which they have been taught and assessed could become

a stumbling block

In September 1996, the stan of my fourth year of teaching, I began to implement

some of the Standards' assessment ideas. Initially when I assessed students as they



worked on problems in groups, comments like "Miss, this is foolish .. _juSt show us how

to do it!" permeated. Undoubtedly, it was, at times, very challenging for me to stick with

what I was doing. In fact, it wasn't until November of that year that I had students

comfonable with a classroom climate that ref1«:ted the reform efforts.

Additionally, in some cases, student mathematical anxiety complicates the

challenge ofinstruetional, and consequently, assessment reform. Norwood (1994) Slates,

"Students with high mathematics anxiety are more comfortable with a highly

structured, algorithmic course than with a less structured. conceptual course in

developmental arithmetic" (p. 248). Movement toward a S1udent-centered classroom will

make many of these studenls uncomfortable and may, in fact, increase their mathematical

anxiety. Therefore, anxious students will be inclined to resist change - presenting a great

challenge, at least in the interim, for teachers

Design, Orchestration, and Report Difficulty

The challenge of designing alternate assessment 'instruments" is greater than the

"challenge" of designing traditional paper-and-pencil tests. For instance, many teachers

will experience difficulty in finding and creating good problems and situations for

promoting mathematical communication, reasoning, and problem solving. This challenge

is heightened for some teachers as they orchestrate the implementation of these

assessmentS in their classrooms, Many alternate assessment "instruments" provide a

teacher with the challenge of learning the subtle skill of observing students and

developing insight into their thinking. This challenge must be overcome in order for



teachers to be able to orchestrate classroom discussions and group work in ways that are

productive mathematically

Increased subjectivity with many alternate assessments makes recording and

reporting student progress another challenge. Frustration may surface for some teachers

as they attempt to record and report student information obtained through journals,

observations, and interviews Oftentimes fully understanding a student's written

mathematical explanation or what a student is trying to articulate is difficult. Ball (1997)

indicates that "knowledge of students is as essential a resource for effective teaching as is

knowledge of mathematics itselr' (p. 7]2)

Ball (1997) suggests three challenges in trying to figure out what students know

(I) Interpreting what students mean involves considerable skill at listening, watching, and

studying written work; (2) Figuring out what students know involves generosity - giving

them the benefit of the doubt - and skepticism - not assuming too much about what they

mean: and (3) Students' understandings are sensitive to context - to the particular task

they are given, [Q the adult who is asking them questions, and to the other students around

them (pp. 735-736)

The Issue of Time

Central to implementing assessment reform is time In a mathematics education

graduate course that I took recently, the question arose· "How can a teacher find the

time and the means to deal with so much individual assessment and respond with actions

appropriate to each individual? Is this really possible?" (Brown, 1999) This question is



common among secondary school math~ma[ics educators as th~y try 10 shift th~ir

assessm~nl praclices loward using multipl~ assessm~nt inStrum~nlS in an aetiv~ studenl

c~Dlaed classroom. Many teachers wonda that with so Iiltl~ tim~ to do what they hav~

to do now, how ar~ they possibly going to incorporal~ all of th~ different assessment

srmegies that the NCTM Standards advoeare.

I believe the -answer" (and I usc lhat lerm loosely) 10 this queslion goes back 10 a

leacha's vision of malhemalics. If a teacher's vision of mathemalics educalion is

consistent with the NCTM Standards, a t~ach~r should have ample time for assessment.

[t must be realized, once again. that assessment is not done after instruction - the twO

occur simultaneously. Additionally, alternative assessmenls are not just ·'add-.ons;" they

should replace some of the written assessmenls (units tests, quizzes, assignments) that

many teachers are currently so accustomed to using. Essentially, the premise that teachers

should follow is lhal it is not the quantily of time they have that is important. it is the

qualityofitsuse

It bec~s I maner, thaefore, of what a teachn values and how they Mteach.- As

Ball (1988) poinls out. many teachers are ""leaching" tOO much. In many mathematics

classrooms there should be more student participation and. if this were the case, yes.

teachers could assess many individuals using alternate fornu of asscssmenL, in every

single class. However, using a lecture method for teaching (sage on the stag~ mentalilY)

means that a classroom's SIrUClUfe is not as conducive to varied forms of assessmenI

Nonetheless, in olher ways time can be a challenge to assessment reform

implementation. It would be practically impossible for a teacher to enter the classroom

one day and implemenl the majority ofNCTM's ideas - thai concept is absurd. Teachers



have to be given time to gradually phase in NCTM's ideas. Spillane, Thompson,

Lubienski, & Reimann (1995) offer some of the many challenges with regard to time

Time to learn the knowledge required to enact these reforms;
Time for local reformers to understand the reform ideas and figure out what they
might mean for their existing practice;

• Time for local reformers to create opponunities for administrators and leachers to
learn aboul the ideas;

• Time for teachers to grapple with the reform ideas and come to understand how
they might reshape their existing: practice around these ideas; and

• Time for educators to reflect on their attempts al carrying out these reforms (p.
59)

Lappan (1997) agrees thai "teachers, and those who suppon teachers. need time -- time to

learn, time to figure OUI whal reform might mean for their school, time for reformers to

build suppon among adminislrators and the community, and time to reflect on their

attempts to carry out reforms·' (p. 208)

AddilionalJy, time can be a factor in making, using, and interpreling items for

scoring open response ilems or performance tasks. Likewise, timetable stllJctures may

pose a challenge in that many Newfoundland secondary school classrooms operate on a

50-60 minute period basis and fiuing many assessment initiatives into this condensed

period of time is difficult; many new ideas resulting from alternative assessment are often

not conducive to a scheduled agenda. "Classes of students aClively discovering concepts

while using technology and experimentation are better suited for longer time periods

than more traditionallecture--format classes" (Dickey, 1997, p.9),

Meeting External Expectations

What we assess tells teachers, students, parents, and others concerned about

mathematics education what we value. Dickey (1997) states, "We are at a lime when our



curriculum and instruction speak in the language of inquiry, constructivism, and active

learning while many of our assessment methods listen only to the rapid recall of isolated

facts" (p. 7). Why? I believe this can be at least panially attributed to teachers trying to

meet the external expectations placed on them from varying sources.

Mathematics teachers in Newfoundland face a dilemma when they attempt to use

assessment "instruments" that reflect the NCTM Standards' vision and, at the same time,

they try to prepare many students for post-secondary studies. Mathematics assessments

at many post·secondary institi.:tes are primarily in the fonn of paper-and·pencil tests that

emphasize procedural, knowledge-based outcomes with little attention given to

applications and problem solving.

Additionally, in a world in which standardized testing is widely practiced, it is

difficult for alternate forms of assessment to compete. Standardized tests have a

profound influence on what is valued in the classroom; teachers often feel obligated to

teach and assess in accordance to the many societal influences which, as is the case with

a Standardized Achievement Test or a Mathematics Skills Inventory, are primarily

structured around the "one correct answer" mentality.

Joyner & Bright (1998) state

It seems counterproductive to the overall emphasis on greater
student achievement to put in place external assessments that are so
"high stakes" that they encourage people (e.g., teachers.
administrators) to focus only on multiple-choice assessments as the
primary assessment tool while at the same time trying to align
mathematics instruction with current reforms. It may be that
teachers and administrators are unintentionally allowing external
assessment to drive instruction in the "wrong" direction, in the sense
that teachers work too hard to make their classroom assessment
"match" the form and focus of those external assessments. It seems
plausible that if students are leaming mathematics deeply, then
scores on external assessments will reflect tbat knowledge (p. 60)



Anothtr challenge is placed on teachers as they endeavor to meet the expe<:tations

placed on them by school board officials. For instance. the evaJualion scheme for

secondary school mathematics in the Avalon East School Board. within which I tach.,

has the following percentage breakdown: Unit Tests (25%), Mid-term Examination

(20'/.). Alternate Assessments (I SOl,>. and Final Examination (40"/.). In my opinion. this

scheme poses substantial problems for teachers implementing NCTM's assessment

reform ideas in that it doesn'l fit within the framework of NCTM's assessment reform -

too much emphasis is placed on paper-and-pencil tests. Many of these lests tail to assess

students' achievements in problem solving, communicating mathematical ideas,

connecling mathematics to reality, and reasoning mathematically. Therefore. if leachers

enact a ··construetivisf' classroom, yet lhe school board dictates that only 15% of a

student's grade will be based on alternative assessments, then teachers may feel ··caught"

between the school board and NCTM's reform ideas. However, in an effon to partially

alleviate this "tension.·· the nature of questions on traditional tests could De revised to

suppon the refonn.

Parents, too, place 5<lme demands on teachers which. at times, can be quite

challenging to contend with. For many parents, it will be difficult to convince them of

the value of many of the alternate assessment "instruments." For the most part, the

parents of current students were solely evaluated by paper-and-pencil tests. It will be a

challenge to help parents understand that mathematics is about thinking and reasoning -

a very basic skill-- and not about practicing for a test

One thing tbat may smoothen the transition for parents is to have them participate

in what many of them would call the "new math" concepts and idea5. One manner in



which this can be done is through Problem of the Week contests. I do this at the school

in which I teach and I have had many parents comment to me about how Iheir child

enjoys doing the problems and how, in fact, they enjoy them as well. Oftentimes ( offer

open-ended problems for their consideration. (select problems that are engaging enough

to get the entire family involved and thinking mathematically about them. Certainly, it is

critical that we keep parents "on side." Parents are one of the key players in the school

system as they are often called upon for ideas and to support the school in its various

Undoubtedly, it becomes very challenging for teachers to meet the expectations

that various parties place on them while, simultaneously, being accountable for their

actions Ball (1992) states:

As demands for accountability grow, teachers' latitude to
experiment, to try new things, may be hampered It seems
paradoxical: In some sense, teachers are being urged to make their
work yet more uncertain, even as they are simultaneously being
asked to produce, more reliably, a set of ambitious outcomes. We
want students to reason, to solve complicated problems, to perform
intellectually challenging work. And, at the same time, we are
creating tests to assess and monitor teachers' anainment of such
ambitious goals. And, in general, societal support for such goals is
ambivalent: the public wants students to be able to reason but also
expects "math" in school to include all the things they remember
from their own schooling. Tradition pulls conservatively on the
reform agenda, leaving teachers uncertain about the space they have
to make the changes articulated in the Standards (p. 15).

Further "expectation" challenges to assessment reform implementation arise as

students move from the intermediate mathematics curriculum to the senior high

mathematics curriculum. The Newfoundland intennediate curriculum is not currently

changing to reflect NCTM's ideas and hence, students' prior experiences in the

mathematics classroom will be an issue Additionally, challenges arise within secondary



schools that have more than one mathematics teacher. Because teachers are assessing

individual students' understanding, classroom assessment. by its very nature, can be quite

variable across classrooms. This, potentially, may create some tension among teachers

within a given school in the sense that they may feel compelled to use another teacher's

assessment methodologies.

Teachers as Constructivists

Knapp & Peterson (1991) state, "Most previous refonn attempts in mathematics

education are now judged to have failed primarily because researchers and curriculum

developers failed to take into account the existing knowledge, beliefs, values, and

purposes of teachers ... and of the cultures and contexts in which teachers work" (p, 2).

McDiarmid, Ball, & Anderson (1989) indicate that '"Recent research highlights the

critical influence of teachers' subject matter understanding on their pedagogical

orientations and decisions. Teachers' capacity to pose questions, select tasks, evaluate

their pupils' underslanding, and make curricular choices all depend on how they

themselves understand the subject matter" (pp. 13-(4). These authors allude to the idea

that, in an effort to overcome many of the challenges of assessment refonn

implementation. it must be realized that teachers themselves need ample opportunities to

construCi new understandings of mathematics teaching. This should be one of the

hallmarks as teachers are educated to implement NCTM's assessment refonn ideas.

Teachers, like students. are active constructors of their practice. Lappan (1997)

points OUI that in the same way that NCTM argues for a constructivist environment in

which students explore and discover, "one has to consider that teachers do not learn
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pedagogical reasoning by being lold about such reasoning. The environments that

professionals build to educate and support teachers must help teacbtts construct their

own professional knowledge" (p. 217). Therefore. just u NCTM calls for Mclassrooms 1.$

mathematical communities," Acquarelli & Mumme (1996) ~lieve thai teachers need to

~Iong to learning communities lhat place inquiry at their center and that focus on

building capacity for further learning (p. 481).

Cohen & Ball (\990) indicate that a paradox is created in that teachers are

themselves products and producers of the traditional assessment that the reformers !Oeek

to change. Teachers' understandings, anitudes. images. and assumptions have been

shaped in traditional mathematics classrooms with traditional forms of assessmenI. Thus,

on the one hand. teachers. though potentially guided by educational suppon !Oervices.

have to construct their own realities. and, on the other hand, have to intertWine these

realilies within NCTM's fiamework - quite a challenge if NCTM's framework is

suikingly differenl from theirs!

Building a Consrructivist Classroom Envin:lMment

Teachers also face the challenge of building and sustaining a constructivist

environment in their classrooms. One of my best pieces of professional advice I was

given in an undergraduate malhematics education course at Memorial Universily of

Newfoundland by Dr. Lionel Pereira-Mendoza: "Don't teach too much!" At the time,

truthfully, I didn't understand where he was coming from; I wondered how my students

were going to learn ifl didn't teach them. Upon completion of the course I still could nOI

envision an active student-centered classroom in which students were learning with very



few teacher explanations and being assessed without paper-and-pencil tests. In fact, such

a concept of learning and assessment was inconceivable to me until [ began my Masters

degree when, once again. many of NCTM's ideas resurfaced. At that time, I began to

··see the light." Indeed, at first it was a challenge for me to present a problem to my

students and then "back off" and assess them as they worked on the problem. At that

time, I felt as though my challenge was compounded with relatively large classes of

students with dynamically opposed abilities and a set of curriculum objectives that I had

to gel ··covered." However, very quickly, as [ acted as a guide on the side and allowed

my students to do 'I lot of work themselves, I found they were learning much more and I

was able to assess them more frequently. It wasn't long before my apprehensions

dissipated. Burrill (1997) offers advice with which I agree:

We must Step aside, which is sometimes very hard to do, while
students are thinking and experimenting. Our job has just began.
however, because while the students are thinking and talking. we
must observe what they are doing, listen to their conversation, and
ask probing questions We should plan how 10 use their work as
pan of the lesson and how to craft discussions around what we are
observing(p.508).

Thus far, this paper has examined various challenges, which the pessimist may

argue are barriers, to assessment reform implementation. The remainder of the paper is

devoted to examining what can be done to facilitate teacher implementation of

assessment reform ideas and provide for an optimistic future



Provision of Teacher Education, Resources, and Support

Many teachers have not been trained to teach and assess in ways consistent with

NCTM's Standards yet they are being asked to create opportunities for learning and

assessing mathematics that they have likely never experienced nor observed. Russell &

Corwin (1993) indicate that in order for assessment refonn to ··work," it is necessary to

reeduCAte, provide resources for, and suppa" teachers as they attempt to expand and

deepen the content of their mathematics programs and to develop a pedagogy in which

students are challenged to think mathematically and assessed in ways consistent with

NCTM's Standards documents

A first step in constructing ways to assess mathematics that takes the ideas of the

NCTM Standards seriously will indeed require new learning. Lappan (1997) states,

"There is a need to begin at ground level and build teacher support systems that can

educate and assist leachers in changing their minds and their practice to encourage more

powerful mathematics and mathematical thinking for students" (p_ 211). If a teacher is

going to have the attitude, '·I'm going to still instruct using ·chalk and talk,' but every

now and then I'll give students an open-ended problem to do for homework and have

them pass it in because that's what I know I should be doing,·' then that leacher's

assessments will probably ·'f1op."

Teachers need a lot of background knowledge in order to carry out quality

classroom assessment Joyner & Bright (1998) indicate that they need to have a deep

understanding of matbematics, have a finn grasp of the curriculum they teach, and know

how what they teach fits into broader curriculum goals (p. 62). AdditionaHy, they need to

understand the ways that mathematical ideas develop in students' minds and the kinds of



strategies that students bring to the senior high classroom. So too, they need to know

how to gather information from students and then to make inferences from that

information.

Encouraging teachers to take advantage of opponunities for professional

development is mandatory. ~Examples of successful professional development effons

show that over time teachers can reform their practice and build nev.· classroom

environments in which students learn to engage with mathematics in more active ways"

(Lappan, 1997, p. 208). Such professional development may come in many forms

including university courses, mathematics institUles, in~service days, and local, regional,

and national conferences. Additionally, however, professional development often results

as teachers circulate with other teachers in informal settings (e.g. student mathematics

league competitions provide a local example for this informal discussion)

Undoubtedly, teachers need a variety of opportunities to learn. Determining

accessible ways to connect with teachers in other schools - to watch them assess, to talk

with them about what they do, to share ideas, questions, and frustrations can enhance

such learning Ball (1992) offers some feasible suggestions: '·Can networks be

established that make ongoing professional exchanges feasible. cheap, and not time·

intensive? Can video footage from different kinds of math classes be developed and

made available in ways that would be productive -- and consistent with the idea of

supplementing teachers' work and ways of thinking? Can multiple kinds of exemplars

and data be made easily available _. opening tbe proverbial classroom door to offer

practitioners opportunities to learn and to build a sense of professional community?" (p

17).
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Additionally, I finnly believe that it is important for teachers to have the

opportunity to do mathematics together, at an adult level, on a regular basis, and to reflect

with peers about their own learning of mathematics and its implications for their

teaching. tn fact, the APEF curriculum can be one of the tools that supports teachers as

they rethink their mathematics teaching; new items can invite teachers into mathematics

and into the world of s!Udent thinking about mathematics, thus, inviting teachers to open

the doors of their classrooms to NCTM's vision of mathematics and, consequently,

NCTM's vision of assessment.

We must say goodbye to the days when teachers worked in relative isolation,

seldom sharing their methods and innovations with others; collaborative ventures are

important. For instance, discussing the scoring of assessment ··instruments" will help

teachers build upon what constitutes a thoughtful, well-constructed student response. So

too, conversing with other teachers about examining assessments to learn about students'

thinking processes will prove insightful.

Undoubtedly, change requires clear direction and guidance However, it should

be noted that rigidity could be a setback. Shulman (1983) indicates that initiatives for

change "must be designed as a shell within which the kernel of professional judgement

and decision making can function comfortably" (p. 501). He argues that such initiatives

cannot detennine directly leachers' actions or decisions, and he concludes that they can,

at best, "profess a prevailing view, orienting individuals and institutions toward

collectively valued goals, without necessarily mandating specific sets of procedures to

which teachers must be accountable" (p. SOl). NCTM (1991) acknowledges these



Because teaching mathematics weU is a complex endeavor, it cannot
be reduced to a recipe for helping students learn. Instead, good
teaching demands on a host of considerations and understandings.
Good teaching demands that teachers reason about pedagogy in
professionally defensible ways within the panicular contexts of their
own work. The standards for teaching mathematics are designed 10
help guide the processes of such reasoning, highlighting issues that
are crucial in creating the kind of teaching practice that suppol1S the
learning goals of the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for
School Mathematics (p. 22)

Ball (1992) indicates that this kind of teaching is hard, and ·'no one is going to

produce a syslem, or a formula, or a program that can produce it. There are no recipes

for helping students construct useful and wOl1hwhile understandings of mathematics" (p

IS). Porter (1989) suggests that NCTM's Standards m~rely create a "context of

direction" for change Teachers are professionals who must make professional

judgements based on experience, insight, and skill. Shulman (1983) points out that good

teachers must work within a repeno;re of possibilities, making decisions in the context of

competing concerns and demands. Richardson (1990) notes that the content-specific

nature of teaching practice creates a challenge for those who work for signilicant change

in schools

Thoughtfully constructed assessment materials and articles describing assessment

would comprise useful resources for new ways of worlting with students within

secondary school mathematics classrooms. Quite simply, however, there are too many

demands on the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador resources to fully fund

extensive professional development programs andlor provide elaborate resources

Therefore, teachers have to work together to help each other. It would be easy for

teachers to give up and say that the province doesn't care if mathematics assessment

reform is successful because it has not provided schools with enough money to do the



professional development necessary to facilitate reform implementation [f

Newfoundland educators respond in this way. it is almost cenain that mathematics

education in Newfoundland will remain in the era of skill and drill assessments.

Whatever resources the province provides, Newfoundland schools must work to expand

those resources to assure that teachers gain the skills and understandings they need to

build upon the success of assessment reform implementation. Teacher initiatives are

critical -- we must not remain locked into a model dominated by skill and drill

Conclusion

A comment like "math is the easiest subject to teach and correct" often permeates

through many slaff rooms. Indeed, there may be some validity in this statement if

mathematics is taught from the traditional "set of skills" perspective and assessed solely

through paper-and-pencil tests. However, if students are effectively "taught" and

assessed in an active student-centered classroom, mathematics instruction and assessment

can be very challenging

Paper Two pointed out that NCTM's assessment reform ideas primarily center

around assessing a student's ability to reason, communicate, and solve problems in an

etTon to improve instruction and facilitate student growth and learning. These ideas

cannot be mechanically implemented; thus, it becomes necessary for teachers to reverse

their mentality that assessment is nOl an iOlerruption that marks the end of a learning

cycle.



Amidst apparent turmoil, optimism can surface and there are things that can be

done to build and sustain supportive attitudes and structures in order to facilitate the

implementation of assessment reform. Reports from the National Research Council

(1993) suggest thai society recognizes a problem of graduating students who cannot think

for themselves or solve problems; and, undoubtedly, having society "on-side" and being

able to communicate with business and industry for practical ideas about assessment is

beneficial.

Undoubtedly, there are "roadblocks" to assessment reform implementation.

However, it is possible for teachers to overcome challenges as they steer in the direction

of the NCTM Standards documents even though, at times, it may be necessary for them

to "back track" if the road becomes too "bumpy" or a chosen direction leads to unfruitful

circumstances, Nonetheless. despite potential "rough terrain," the end result of using

alternative assessment "instruments" in the classroom will prove beneficial to teachers

and students alike
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